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New Members

John Trillwood

Paid up Membership    163     

Items for the Diary

Friday 17th  June     Club Turner

Sunday 19th June Hands on Day

Friday 8th July Tony Handford

Friday 12th Aug. Practical Evening

Friday 9th Sept. Jason Breech
 

 Paschal Candlestick Part 2
By Richard Davies

The centre Boss by contrast was the easiest
piece to turn, it was small by the standard of
 the project but again the timber was very hard.
It only took a short day and a half to complete. 
The two spindles were a simple design, just a
gentle curve down to a small diameter at each
end.

Prepared spindle blank ready for turning.

The Bowl was probably the technically most
difficult.  It needed shaping like a traditional
bowl and then recessed in the base to accept
the spindle and another raised boss to accept
the brass candle insert in the top.  The blank
needed running down on my thickness to get a
flat enough to mount a faceplate.  Which by the
way I borrowed from Rodney Goodship.  Thanks
again Rodney.  I then had to bandsaw out a
circle trying to get around the splits.  Then the
turning. I got through a pot and a half of
superglue filling cracks on the different parts of
this job and came away from each session
almost black from the tanning.

The bowl   and  

brass insert, almost ready for finishing oil.

The finished components before oiling and assembly
The whole thing was now dry assembled and
checked for size and fit.  The next stage was
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 to oil the parts before bonding.  This brings us to
about November 2010.  As the evenings were cold
the oil took forever to dry, about 5 hours between
coats.
That’s a day a coat if you work full time! The
base needed eight coats to the other parts
 three.  Then I bonded it into a piece consisting of 3
parts, and another piece of two parts.  I 
delivered it to the church on All Saints eve for
final assembly and bonding with strict
 instructions not to move it for two days. 
There was a dedication service for the ‘stick
 which I was invited (told) to attend.  It was part
of the churches normal Epiphany service held
 in mid January.  To be fair you couldn’t have
 kept me away and it did give me my 15 
minutes of fame.  I have to say I think the result
 was well liked so I can rest easy now. 

   The finished Pascal candlestick  

Would I do it again?  Yes. I’d do it differently 
though as you learn as you go on how to
 improve. The truth is that the turning was 
straight forward enough compared to the 
amount of effort needed to satisfy all those
involved.  It was the largest project I’ve ever
tackled.  Now let me see.  Someone,
somewhere said something about some
 columns for the town hall, I just wonder if my
lathe is big enough to……………………….

The South East Woodworking
Show
On the Thursday a few on us drove to The
Kent County Showground to set up for the
show on the Friday & Saturday. A big new

building was being built  but was only half
completed. All the stands were constructed
of  aluminium  with  the  walls  covered  in
carpet like material which was a bonus as
we could fix our photos with Velcro without
the need to assemble our display stands.
We were using John’s Axminster lathe and
Phil had his big lathe.

 Although there  was only  a few  members
the lathes were in constant  use.  I  had to
fight to get to use the small lathe to make a
few  lemons.  John  had  let  me  try  his
texturing tool so I bought myself one. I don’t
know why but we had the largest stand of
all the wood turners. 

Jennie  also had  a  stand.  Stuart  Mortimer
was  demonstrating  both  days.  I  was  not
able to be there on the Friday but enjoyed
myself on the Saturday as we all did.   

April Evening
This  was  a  practical  evening.  Several
members of  the  committee were  missing,
especially  the  technical  wizards  so  there
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was  no  audio  or  video  set  up.  Of  the
demonstrators,  Val  was  using  the  Warco
lathe to make an egg in pine. Arthur Martin
was  using  his  Axminster  lathe  to  make
eggs  in  egg  cups  which  contained  a
chocolate egg and a fluffy chick. Arthur was
using recycled oak. David had a variety of
chain  saws  which  he  was  explaining   to
everyone.
Jim  Gaines  was  using  his  Axminster  to
make a crucifix  out  of  Iroko.  Jim Thomas
was  making  his  favourite  item,  serviette
rings.  Phil  had  intended  to  use  the
Wivamac  to  make  bowls  from  some
Mulbery Burrs. However we could not find
the  main  power  lead.  At  the  end  of  the
evening this was found in one of the audio
equipment boxes. In the middle of the hall
Neil & Brian were looking after the lists of
events  which  members  were  to  volunteer
for.
 

RURAL LIFE CENTRE
It was very much like any other weekend at
Rural  life.  The  usual  volunteers  went  to
Mytchett Friday afternoon to load the lathe
on Paul’s van and then go to Tilford  to set
things up including Paul’s tent.  It  was the
Bank  Holiday  Weekend  but  we  only
demonstrated on the Saturday and Sunday.
There  were  seven  lathes  being  used  by
eight members on various days. There was
a fair bit of interest. We even saw one old
member on the Saturday.  Howard Lowes,
who used to be our Secretary has moved
on  from  photography  to  N  gauge  model
trains which he was exhibiting. 

W L West Show    by David  
I was at the West show on Saturday but it
seems l missed Fridays fun, which is what l
like  about  these  events.  The  banter,
support and general fun element is a great
way to spend time with club members. 

The day was not as busy as previous years
but the clubs that attended the event were
great fun as over the last few years were all
in attendance. A number of SAW members
turned up to see what West’s had to offer

and the great social event was well under
way. 
The  event  included  demonstrations  from
professional  turners  as  well  as  turning
clubs;  demonstrations  of  walking  stick
making,  and  carving  as  well  as  some
displays  of  flat  wood  work  from  various
clubs  and  colleges.  In  the  main  building
there  was  a  display  of  modern  furniture
pieces, one that caught my eye was a table
made from a large oak burr and a stainless
steel  frame  the  cost  of  which  had  me
gasping  -  £8,000.00.  Other  events  during
the day were guided tours of the saw mill,
and an auction of odds and ends of wood
that a few of us got good deals from.

Phil with legs
SAW was in a prime position and the fun
continued with Phil trying a new bowl gouge
that has a 30 degree bend on the shaft. He
tried  one  cut  put  it  down  and  l  think  the
words  were  “never  again”  Harry  made  a
budgie urn, l really wish l got a photo of this
as the budgie had its own supply of worms
in the wood. 
It was a great day we all enjoyed ourselves

Harry , Paul, Colin & Rodney
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MAY EVENING

Our demonstrator for the evening was Mick
Hanbury.
Mick had spent  20 years cabinet  making.
The main people who influenced Mick in his
love  of  wood  turning  were  Keith  Rowley
and Gary Rance.
Mick prefers to work in Sycamore or other
pale timbers. He has 4 lathes at home. He
mounted  a  Sycamore  blank  on  a  screw
chuck and trued up the edge and then the
face. He measured and marked the spigot.
He  started to  shape  the bowl.  A lump of
silica was found on the edge. A gouge with
a standard grind was used to cut this flaw
out of the timber. To produce a fine finish
Mick  used  a  small  gouge  with  a  double
bevel with angles of 35’ and 65’ in a shear
scraping mode. This  meant  that  he could
use 240 grit to sand the bowl. He showed
us 3 different pots of wax he uses, these he
produces himself. Lemon Oil and Beeswax
was the one I bought, Another had pieces
of wax from a bee hive which gave a darker
colour to the paste. The paste was applied
to the wood as a lubricant while sanding. 

Mick showed us a Tracey Owen Finishing
Tool,  which  he  demonstrated.  A  pattern
was made using a texturing tool. 
He  also  showed  us  how  to  apply  colour
using blue spirit stain and a diffuser. So as
not  get  his  fingers  covered  in  stain  Mick
pushed the diffuser though the plastic cap.
He also used red and yellow stain. A box of

4  pots  of  different  colours  costs  £10.00.
Cuts were created on surface using a small
circular  saw in  a  Dremel.   Other  designs
were made using a small Arbotec.
The bowl was reversed and mounted in the
chuck. Using a pull  cut Mick trued up the
face.  The  small  gouge  with  the  double
bevel was used to shape the inside of the
bowl.  He  showed  us  how  pimples  or
dimples  are  formed  by  poor  tool  work.
Further design work was created using the
mini  Arbourtec. Black acrylic paint bought
from WH Smiths  was applied with a rubber
applicator. To save time having to cleaning
it every time this was kept in a plastic bag.

Mick then used some other paint that came
in tubes. This was sweezed on a palate of a
piece of glass and applied with the finger tip
and although like white tooth paste gave a
red or green metallic sheen were it had
been.
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 When dry this was sprayed with several
coats of laqueur. An Extremely interesting
evening.  

A Day In the Woods

Those of you at the last meeting will  have

heard  that  ‘A  Day  in  the  Woods’  will  no

longer  run  on  June  11th/12th.  It  has  been

rescheduled to Saturday September 2nd  and

Sunday September 4th.

This is the reason!

The  beautiful  frame  for  the  loo  has  been

made, but John will not have time to finish it

by June 11th – but I think you can see how

spectacular it will be!

Jennie will be contacting people on the list to

see  whether  you  want  to  transfer  to  the

September  date  and  will  put  the  updated

lists out next club night for anyone else who

would like to sign up.

John also sent a photo of some participants

enjoying  the  pole  lathes  –  it  looks  like  a

really good day out!

Pictures by John Stinson.

Wood Dust and Words
By David Bracken - Chairman

Its  June  already,  and  l  haven’t  got  half  the
things turned that l planned to have ready by the
end  of  June,  so  it  looks  like  a  busy  turning
month  for  me  before  l  fly  off  to  the  States,
where l  will  be  meeting some  woodworkers
who l have been speaking to for ten years or so
via the internet. I am really looking forward to
this years visit, last time l ended up on TV as
Jace,  our  host,  fronts  a  community
woodworking show. I need to take some items
with me to share around so l think l will follow
in Mick Hanbury’s steps and take some spoilt
wood, just to see the reaction on their faces. My
experience  is  that  this  group  love  wood
especially if it’s natural, the only colouring that
is not frowned upon is if its painted red, white,
blue, and with stars and stripes.

The  reaction  l  am  getting  about  the
demonstrators is very positive, so please keep
letting  committee  members  know  as  the
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feedback  helps us plan for  next  year.  On the
subject  of  demonstrators,  the  committee  are
interested  to  know  if  you  would  like  an
evening’s demonstration of a pole lathe? Please
let any committee member know if  you think
this is a good or poor idea for a whole evening
demonstration.

The  committee  is  working  hard  on  various
projects, these include the new storage for the
club,  which  will  be  positioned  on  the  stage.
Another  is  improving  the move-ability  of  the
large lathe, the sub-committee are interested in
using the services or someone who can weld, if
this is you can you please let yourself be known
to  one  of  the  following  committee  members;
Don, Peter, Rob, John, or Phil; thanks

The  other  project  is  the  SAW Open  Day  on
October  30th October.  This year’s  event  looks
excellent  with  demonstrations  from  Chris
Eagles and Mark Baker as well as various trade
stands. If  you are interested in helping out on
this event please make yourself known to Don,
Peter, Rob, John, or Phil.

Colin is starting to organise the August practical
evening, if you have any ideas for the evening
or  would like to demonstrate please let  Colin
know. 

The club has a loan lathe available if  you are
interested in borrowing this please let me know.

Messages  on  the  clubs  facebook  page  have
included free wood, photos of the demo pieces
from Stuart Mortimer’s seminar, photos of the
West  show  and  a  note  and  photo  of  some
wooden planes that have been given to the club
and which we are trying to find a home for.

Mick Hanbury’s work

Harry at W l West
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